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Pocket Silk

A high performance silicon with powerful 
additives which will quickly shine surfaces and
provide fantastic lubrication.

What is Pocket Silk?
Pocket Silk is an amazing, multipurpose
spray that can stop squeaking hinges,
polish leather and provide a non-stick,
water repellent surface for a range of
household, industrial and commercial
purposes. 
Pocket Silk can be used as a lubricant to
prevent sticking hinges, locks, bolts and
rubber parts. 
Pocket Silk is also useful on leather,
wood, rubber and plastic to bring a 
stunning professional finish to cleaning. 
Pocket Silk will provide a protective
shield for easy removal of food, paint, 
adhesives and more. 
A range of varied uses makes Pocket Silk
indispensable.

How does Pocket Silk work?
Pocket Silk is a completely non-toxic,
colourless, odourless product formulated
to withstand temperatures up to 300°C.
Pocket Silk provides a range of uses, as a
release agent and lubricant it solves 
sticking hinges and machinery parts.
Gives leather, wood, rubber and plastic a
high shine finish.
Used to create protective non-stick 
surfaces; it ensures easy removal of food,
paints, adhesives and inks. 

Key features and benefits of
Pocket Silk?

Pocket Silk is ideal for a multitude of
tasks.

Totally safe – non-toxic formulation.
Colourless and odourless - Pocket Silk

won’t stain.
High temperature resistance of up to

300°C.
Can be used with an extension tube

for hinge or machinery lubrication and as
a spray for release and polishing tasks.

How to get the best results?
When using as a polish or water 
repellent, simply spray onto surface and
polish with a clean dry cloth to create a
high gloss finish. 
When using as a lubricant or release
agent, use the extension tube to direct
the product to the correct areas. 

Note. Take care not to allow over spray to
create a slippery floor surface.
Do not use in paint and body shops as
residues will effect the paint process.

Polish and maintenance tool

Lubricant Range

Pocketworks: Riverside Industrial Estate, Fazeley, Tamworth, Staffordshire. B78 3RW. Technical Support: Freephone: 0800 707 6434 or sales@img-limited.co.uk

The IM Group utilises a process of continuous product improvement for all of our products. While we do strictly adhere to our products’ specifications,
we routinely implement product improvements. Therefore, please contact us for our most current product specifications. IM Group warrants the 
quality of this product when used according to directions. User shall determine suitability of product for use and assumes all risk. The seller will not 
accept liability for more than product replacement.                                                                                                     
Trademarks: Pocketworks is a registered trademark of the IM Group. Pocketworks is a wholly owned subsidiary of the IM Group.
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